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Knowing the signs



Dining is an art and meals 
should please the palate, 
not just satiate the appetite. 
This observation from 18th 
century Chinese gastronomic 
expert Yuan Mei rings true 
centuries later – including in our 
seniors’ communities.

No longer is the “one meal for 
all” model of aged care food 
accepted by seniors.

Carinity Aged Care creates 
customised menus for residents 
according to their personal taste 
preferences, with nutritious 
meals prepared by skilled chefs 
and cooks.

Carinity Hospitality Services 
Manager Selena Argentati says 
the dining experience in aged 
care is evolving.

“The aged care dining experience 
is quickly adjusting – with the 
expectation of restaurant-
quality meals which Carinity 
is delivering,” Selena explains.

“All meals are freshly made 
on site by our catering team. 
Each wing of Carinity’s aged care 
communities has a dedicated 
kitchen and dining area where 
residents dine together.”

“We have employed chefs or 
experienced cooks at every site 
to maintain the high standard of 
food, presentation and quality 
expected by our residents, family 
members and ourselves.”

A professional flavour
Gilles Bourguignon began his 
career in hospitality in France in 
1979 and has since worked in the 
aged care sector and at resorts, 
clubs and restaurants. 

He is now the chef at 
Carinity Shalom aged care 
in Rockhampton where he is 
helping to shift misconceptions 
about food service in 
seniors’ communities.

“I think there is a misconception 
that aged care food is bland and 
non-nutritious,” Gilles says.

“My goals at Carinity Shalom 
are to provide the best dining 
experience we can offer 
by making the meals look 
appetising, high in nutrients 
and taste amazing.”

Like all Carinity chefs, he has 
embraced the “new age” of 
cooking for seniors which 
involves an emphasis on choice 
of meals and “taking the dining 
experience to the next level”.

“It is becoming the new way of 
cooking for aged care residents 
to give them more choice. 
Anything a resident would 
like we can cook for them,” 
Gilles explains.

“I often have requests for 
something special that the 
resident likes which I can prepare 
provided we have the stock 
to cook it for them.

Dining a key 
ingredient 
for seniors’ 
happiness
“The aged care dining experience 
is quickly adjusting – with the 
expectation of restaurant-quality 
meals which Carinity is delivering.”
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The Bible says God can do 
all we ask – and much more: 
“Now unto Him who is able 
to do immeasurably more  
than we ask or imagine, 
according to his power that  
is at work within us”  
– Ephesians 3:20 NIV.
Carinity’s dedicated people share 
that same philosophy: of going 
‘above and beyond’. When it 
comes to supporting people in 
need, we seek to live that credo 
every day.

We are driven to help individuals 
and families enjoy enriched lives 
and reach their full potential.

We don’t just educate the 
students in our schools, we 
empower them to create positive 
change in their lives through 
employment opportunities with 
skills gained through specialised 
hands-on training.

The chefs and cooks in our 
aged care communities don’t 
just provide meals, they create 
a dining experience as part 
of a positive well-rounded life 
experience for our residents.

Our services supporting 
homeless youth don’t just 
provide a place to stay. Our 
staff guide these young 
people towards a better 
pathway by helping them 
access counselling, education, 
training and employment.

We understand it may be 
difficult or daunting for seniors 

to transition to higher care, and 
that every person has different 
needs, interests and aspirations. 
Our staff take whatever time is 
needed to talk with seniors and 
their families to ensure they are 
comfortable and confident that 
our care and support is tailored 
to their needs.

Carinity also provides the 
residents of our retirement 
communities with a full 
experience in seniors’ living, with 
numerous extra support services 
available should they require 
additional assistance at home.

In this edition of Belong, we 
look at how Carinity is making 
a difference in the community – 
and speak to some of the people 
who have benefited from our 
“exceeding abundant” passion 
for caring for others.

JON CAMPBELL
CARINITY CEO
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Above: George Pratheesh puts the finishing 
touches to a resident’s meal at the Carinity 
Cedarbrook aged care community.



“Here at Carinity Shalom we 
source the freshest of ingredients 
and cook them to perfection to 
provide the residents with the 
most nutritious and flavoursome 
variety of meals that we can 
offer. We get compliments all 
the time.”

Indulging with food
Carinity provides six meals each 
day – of a residents’ choice – and 
available at any time of the day 
including main meals, morning 
and afternoon teas, supper and 
healthy snacks such as fresh fruit.

All meals are cooked on site 
using up to 95 per cent locally 
sourced fresh produce.

Carinity’s hospitality team have 
received extensive education 
to enhance residents’ dining 
experience and “ensure every 
mealtime is like a family dinner”. 

Families are invited to gather 
with residents to share a private 
meal, with chefs and cooks able 
to cater for private functions and 
special occasions on site.

“We all love indulging with good 
food when sitting around people 
we love. Our residents enjoy 
the social aspect of dining with 
friends, family and their new 
community,” Selena says.

As well as the alluring aroma 
of freshly prepared food, the 
enhanced presentation of meals 
stimulates residents’ taste buds.

Main meals are plated in front 
of the seated residents, this 
sparks the resident’s senses 
as the dining area fills with 
aromas of the meals.

The visual appeal of residents’ 
food can be enhanced by 
food moulds, which are being 
implemented across all Carinity 
aged care communities.

“Given our residents’ appetites 
are often affected by their 
physical health conditions, the 
presentation of the meal is vital 

Services Manager, staff, residents 
and family members. 

Often the health and wellbeing of 
new residents improve when they 
join a Carinity community. 

“Many older people find 
it challenging to prepare 
substantial meals at home, 
particularly if they are living 
alone or have a poor appetite. 
At Carinity, we’re able to serve 
a range of meals that often 
results in an improvement in 
the nutrition of our residents 
and delivers all the benefits of 

a healthy, varied diet,” Carinity 
Aged Care Regional Manager 
Kathy Nicholls says.

Jenni Smith, who cooks at the 
Carinity Karinya Place aged 
care community in Laidley, says 
the input from residents used 
to create the evolving menus 
is invaluable.

“We ask our residents for their 
ideas before we start working 
on the menu, then we create the 
menu according to their likes 
and this goes to the dietician 
to review,” Jenni says.

On top of the regular menu, 
residents can enjoy “all-time 
favourite” treats such as slushees, 
ice-cream, milkshakes, coffee, 
popcorn and pancakes.

Carinity Cedarbrook chef Vanessa 
Turnbull also enjoys making 
residents’ favourite dishes 
including special themed menus 
such as international cuisine.

“I like working with families to 
find the best way to meet the 
residents’ needs,” Vanessa says.

“When the residents are happy 
is when I’m most satisfied.”

to assist with stimulating them 
and encouraging them to take 
the first bite,” Selena says.

Food moulds allow chefs to 
reconstitute the texture of food 
to look the same as other meals, 
making them look appetising and 
enticing to eat.

“These moulds shape food to 
look exactly like regular meals 
making the visual, eating and 
dining experience much more 

enjoyable for residents on texture 
modified diets,” Selena says. 

A focus on choice
Offering a greater choice of 
cuisine is a key ingredient to the 
resident experience in Carinity 
aged care communities.

“Previously, there was a choice 
of one hot meal. We now have a 
choice of two hot meals and two 
cold meals each meal service. 
We have listened closely to 
our residents and the two hot 
choices consist of one hearty 
choice and a lighter option,” 
Selena says.

Menus are reviewed thoroughly 
by dietitians, speech pathologists 
and Carinity’s Hospitality 

“My goals are to provide the best 
dining experience we can offer 

by making the meals appetising, 
high in nutrients and taste amazing.” 

“Our residents enjoy the 
social aspect of dining with 
friends, family and their 
new community”
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Above left to right: Carinity Cedarbrook chef, Vanessa Turnbull, is passionate about delivering outstanding dining to residents; Cedarbrook 
residents enjoy a social dining experience; residents who receive a texture-modified meal still experience beautifully presented, delicious food; 
Carinity chefs and cooks such as Jenni Smith from Karinya Place use up to 95 per cent locally sourced fresh produce for residents’ meals; choice 
and variety is a focus for the Carinity Hospitality Services team, even for desserts!
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Knowing when it’s time to 
step in to an older person’s 
life is hard. 
Whether it’s facilitating home 
help, organising respite care or 
choosing residential aged care, 
family and friends need to be 
alert to the signs of distress and 
to seek professional support.

“I was starting to get phone 
calls that Julie couldn’t find the 
car at a shopping centre, or she 
would be somewhere and ring 
me and say she didn’t know how 
to get home.”

The early signs that something 
was amiss with his wife Julie had 
a familiarity for Andy Coller. Only 
a few years previously he and 
Julie had navigated the difficult 
path of diagnosis and care after 
Julie’s mother had begun to 
exhibit symptoms of dementia. 

Julie was diagnosed with 
Younger Onset Dementia in 2016, 
aged in her late-50s.

Andy, a Baptist pastor, took 
early retirement to shoulder 
the weight of care with the 
assistance of Carinity Home Care.

“Two young ladies did some 
cleaning and sat with Julie while 
I had a break – fantastic! The two 
office coordinators who came 
around and helped me through 
the whole process, ensured the 
care and support was tailored 
just to our needs,” Andy says.

The care was more than simply 
providing services. 

“I didn’t pick up that they were 
intentionally checking up on me 
as well as Julie. They were doing 
it in a way a friend would, not an 
organisation,” Andy says.

“There was always the offer: if 
you need help or need anything, 
don’t forget to contact us. I came 
to count these people as friends.”

The power of choice
Carinity Home Care Manager 
Janelle Heyse is a strong 
advocate of the Australian 
Government Home Care Package 
reforms of the last decade, 
allowing consumers to choose a 
provider that best matches their 
needs, and to lead decisions 
about their support and how 
funds are used. 

“The reforms recognised that 
quality care is more than 
providing a standard suite of 
physical services, and that 
providing choice is both powerful 
and empowering,” Janelle says. 

“Our coordinators visit clients in 
their home and talk about how 
we can not only help them to 
remain living at home, but assist 
them to live life to the fullest. 

“For someone like Andy, this 
meant providing a helping hand 
with Julie’s care and helping 
around the house, and also 
giving him a well- needed break.

“We’ve had clients getting their 
carer to take them to the beach, 
or to visit a friend, or just go out 
for coffee. One gentleman just 
wanted to go fishing. We might 
also look at what community 
and council services are available 
in the local area, and help 
them connect or re-connect 
with activities which bring joy 
and meaning to their lives.”

Noticing the signs
For Tony and Kerry Woods, 
the first indications that Kerry’s 
father Mervyn Rick needed 
help were small but out-of-
character changes. 

“A person’s eating habits, the 
way they groom themselves: little 
things stand out when you know 
someone,” Tony says.

“Their clothes are a bit shabby 
and they might wear the same 
thing for days. The fridge is a little  
empty. You start to wonder if 
they’re looking after themselves.”

Mervyn had always been capable 
and independent, and it was only 
after he moved recently into 
residential aged care at Carinity 
Hilltop that more signs emerged.

“When I was cleaning out the 
unit it became clear Mervyn 
hadn’t been really looking after 
himself; things like out-of-date 
food and the untidiness of the 
unit,” Tony recalls. 

“Sometimes when you suspect 
someone is not looking after 
themselves, it pays to do a little 
further investigation.”

Mervyn initially moved to 
Carinity for respite care after a 
stint in hospital. Tony and Kerry 
suggested he consider staying 
on as a permanent resident.

“He wanted to go back to the 
unit for a bit longer. So Mervyn 
had the benefit of seeing what 
it was like there, and then going 
home. After a few weeks at home 
he said he thought he would like 
to go back,” Tony says.

“Mervyn made the decision 
himself to move, and I think that’s 
very important if people are 
capable of making that decision 
themselves. After a few weeks 
there, he looked a lot healthier 
and certainly was a lot happier.” 

Tony believes that choosing 
a small, non-profit care 
organisation has contributed to 
the smooth transition.

“Sometimes in the bigger 
organisations people get lost. It’s 
the little things that make a place 
feel homely. At the end of the 
day, it is their home now.” 

Holistic care
Carinity caters for various levels 
of care, providing a range of  
support, including home care 
supporting seniors and those 
living with disability, residential 
care, dementia support, as well 
as retirement villages, providing 
a sense of wellbeing through 
social support and health care.

Carinity Aged Care Regional 
Manager Kathy Nicholls says this 
holistic model is key to providing 
quality, community-based care 
for an expanding customer base. 

“We have an ageing population 
and the expectation is people 
will continue to participate 
in activities they love and 
to contribute to society in a 
meaningful way. Most people 
prefer to do that in their own 
home,” Kathy says. 

“When the signs that someone 
needs support appear, the period 
of transition can be challenging 
for the individual and their 
families.

“Older people may have had 
negative experiences when their 
own parents and grandparents 
needed care, and there may be 
a fear of ‘being put in a home’ 
without any consultation. By 
enabling people to make the 
choice to stay at home as long as 
possible, offering respite when 
needed, and creating intentional 
residential communities, much of 
that anxiety can be alleviated.

“Aged care is not just about 
providing the essentials of life. 
It’s about creating a comfortable 
and comforting space where 
people feel valued and cared for 
– and where their voice is heard 
and respected.”

Signs that an Signs that an 
older person older person 
may need helpmay need help

Tea and biscuits  Tea and biscuits  
When there’s little else in 
the pantry but biscuits, 
this can be a sign that a 
person is forgetting meals, 
not coping with shopping, 
or can no longer function 
in the kitchen. Check the 
cleanliness of crockery and 
cutlery, and look for signs 
of burnt saucepans.

Poor personal hygiene Poor personal hygiene 
Lack of attention to basic 
hygiene and neglecting 
oral health may indicate 
forgetfulness or lack of 
confidence and dexterity. 
Are clothes being washed 
or changed regularly?

Confusion or sleepiness Confusion or sleepiness 
Confusion in an elderly 
person may indicate 
dementia or delirium, which 
may be caused by metabolic 
disorders, infections and 
medications. The misuse 
of medication or alcohol 
may be signs that a person 
is self-medicating to cope 
with distressing physical 
or mental symptoms. 

Withdrawal and apathy Withdrawal and apathy 
Withdrawal from community 
activities by a previously 
active person, unopened mail 
and missing appointments 
may be signs that a 
person is feeling weak, 
overwhelmed, anxious or 
confused. Neighbours and 
regular visitors also may 
notice changed or anti-social 
patterns of behaviour.

Above: Mervyn Rick, with carer Lois Healy, 
moved to Carinity Hilltop residential aged care 
community after receiving respite care there.

“A person’s eating habits, the way they “A person’s eating habits, the way they 
groom themselves: little things stand groom themselves: little things stand 
out when you know someone.” out when you know someone.” 

Don’t miss 
the signs that 
a loved one 
needs support



   

Call 1300 109 109 
Visit carinity.org.au/agedcare

Living with 
purpose
For residents at Carinity Aged Care communities, 

“living with purpose” goes beyond just physical health. 

We enable opportunities to connect within a vibrant 

community for a true sense of belonging.

Carinity Aged Care. Living with purpose.

“It’s been fantastic to see young people better themselves 
in life and work towards a better future.” 
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For thousands of young people, 
a modest house in Brisbane 
has been the home they 
didn’t have.
Carinity Orana is celebrating 
40 years of welcoming 
and supporting homeless 
youth and those at risk of 
becoming homeless.

It was established as Pine Rivers 
Youth Service’s ‘Hassall House’ in 
Lawnton in 1981 and relocated to 
its current premises at Bald Hills 
the following year.

Operating like a family home, 
Carinity Orana can cater for up 
to five residents aged 16 to 21 
years at any one time, offering a 
maximum stay of six months. 

Youth workers provide an 
environment where young 
people feel safe and respected 
and help them access education, 
training, employment, 
counselling, recreational 
activities, new social networks 
and permanent accommodation.

“It’s been fantastic to see young 
people better themselves in 
life and work towards a better 
future,” says Nathan Wilkins, 

a youth worker at Carinity Orana 
for 12 years.

An estimated 6,000 young 
people have stayed in Carinity 
Orana’s emergency housing and 
accessed education and training 
– to provide a pathway to a more 
positive future.

Former Orana manager Nikki 
Brown relished supporting at-risk 
youth to go down a different 
road in their life, which she says 
was challenging yet gratifying.

“It was very real and very raw but 
a privilege to care for kids that 
weren’t wanted. Some residents 
didn’t have any family at all so I 
thought it was appropriate to be 
family for them,” Nikki says.

Tracey Jones, one of four full-
time Orana staff and a Carinity 
youth worker for 15 years, 
has seen a shift in the public 
perception of homeless youth. 

“In the past the thinking was 
if a young person was in the 
homeless shelter system they 
were a ‘bad kid’. I know that 
thinking has altered,” Tracey says.

“There is now a focus on the 
family situations that these 

kids come from, in the hope 
that issues can be dealt with 
at this level before it turns 
into homelessness.

“My motivation to spend time 
with these young people is 
to help them recognise their 
strengths and abilities … and then 
to see them utilise these traits 
in their efforts to move forward 
positively in their lives.”

Given Carinity Orana is a short-
term accommodation and crisis 
shelter, Nikki says staff “don’t get 
to see how all kids’ stories end.”

However, they often hear 
from adults whose lives were 
positively impacted when they 
lived at Orana as adolescents.

“Recently I had an ex-resident 
who we worked with for four 
years contact me. She sent me a 
message to say, ‘I never told you, 
but you changed the course of 
my life’,” Nikki says.

“I know some of the young 
people we worked with did 
not have good outcomes in 
life but what we did for them 
at Orana, you can’t take away 
that positive experience.

“Whatever happened later 
in their life, for the period of 
time they stayed with us they 
knew they had worth and they 
were loved.”

Read about Dave McNair’s 
career as the manager 
of Carinity Orana on Page 14. 

Guiding youth 
to a better future

Above: Current and former Carinity Orana 
staff Helen Ford, Nikki Brown, Kim Bertwistle, 
Dave McNair, Nathan Wilkins and Gary Roberts. 



“Students experience 
working in the industry, 
giving them the confidence, 
knowledge and skills 
needed to pursue a 
career in hospitality.” 
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Top image: Carinity Education Glendyne graduate Travis Mares works at a popular Hervey 
Bay restaurant owned by celebrity chef Dan Mulheron. Above: Travis assists workmate 
Tom Chuamklang to prepare a meal.

Above left: Carinity Education Gladstone youth worker Sirayah Benjamin shows hospitality student Jay-dee how to prepare milkshakes in the school’s 
commercial kitchen. Above right: Carinity Education Gladstone cook Ryan King supervises hospitality student Morgan preparing a meal in the school’s 
new commercial kitchen.

“At school I learned that life’s a lot better when you’re working towards your goals.” “At school I learned that life’s a lot better when you’re working towards your goals.” 

Travis Mares has cooked meals 
for English royalty, worked 
with celebrity chefs, and run 
kitchens across Australia.
He believes he wouldn’t have 
developed the taste for his 
chosen profession if not 
for Carinity.

Travis’s life was going off the 
rails when he enrolled at Carinity 
Education Glendyne in Hervey 
Bay as a young teenager.

Coming from a broken family 
and a “quite disruptive” home 
life, Travis found solace and 
“a sense of purpose” in the 
school’s kitchen.

He says Glendyne served up 
hospitality training opportunities 
his previous schools didn’t offer, 
including preparing meals for 
staff and fellow students in the 
commercial kitchen on campus. 

“Glendyne’s facilities were 
amazing. You got the chance 
to cook amazing things. The 
structure of Glendyne I found 
so much more productive, 
especially as I needed extra 
mentoring and someone to show 
me a little attention and care,” 
Travis recalls.

“I had a lot of mentoring at 
school and I chose the right path. 
I learned really quickly that life’s 
a lot better when you’re working 

towards your goals. Towards the 
end of school, they would ask 
you what you wanted to be, and 
I said, ‘I want to be a chef. I want 
to be a young Gordon Ramsay’.”

Carinity Education continues to 
provide new opportunities for 
students to excel in the fields of 
hospitality and food preparation. 

All four of its special assistance 
schools have commercial 
kitchens, a vital ingredient in 
students’ vocational learning.

A new commercial kitchen for 
hospitality training at Carinity 
Education Gladstone is part of 
a $3.2 million upgrade of the 
school campus.

Previously, students undertaking 
certificate courses in hospitality 
had to travel the three-hour 
round trip to Rockhampton to 
complete their assessment.

Hospitality students are being 
guided by cook Ryan King, a 
Northern Ireland expatriate 
who has worked in hospitality 
throughout Europe, south-east 
Asia and Australia.

He says the new school kitchen, 
featuring a walk-in fridge/freezer, 
stainless steel benches, modern 
equipment and ovens common 
in most commercial kitchens, will 
give students “a real head-start 
with their future career”.

Students have a 
taste for hospitality

“Having a working commercial 
kitchen enables students to 
experience working in the 
industry, giving them the 
confidence, knowledge and skills 
needed to pursue a career in 
hospitality,” Ryan explains.

“The students can gain first-hand 
skills using modern cooking 
equipment commonly used in the 
workplace such as cafés, hotels, 
resorts and fast-food outlets. 

“It’s an awesome opportunity to 
get hands-on experience using 
industry-standard equipment, 
plus it makes cooking for school 
a lot more enjoyable.”

Carinity Education Gladstone 
Principal Jane Greenland says 
student engagement has 
increased since the introduction 
of the new commercial kitchen.

“Students can prepare, cook 
and serve a variety of meals for 
students, staff and other visitors 
to the school, and see how the 
theory components relate to real 
life situations. This inspires them 
to do their best whilst in the 
kitchen,” Jane says.

The school is cooking up more 
opportunities for students such 
as catering and apprenticeships 
working under Ryan.

Hospitality is also one of the 
most popular vocational learning 
strands offered at Carinity 
Education Southside in Brisbane. 

Teacher Amanda Roberts says 
students participate in practical 
lessons and work experience for 
front and back-of-house roles in 
the hospitality industry. 

“We simulate our own restaurant 
here at school and there are 
opportunities for students to 
participate in serving at functions 
held off-site,” Amanda says.

“Hospitality is a wonderful way 
for students to gain part-time 
work in order to start earning 
some money and fuel their 
independence.”

At Carinity Education Glendyne, 
Principal Dale Hansen, one of 
Travis’s mentors at school, says 
while most students “have the 

aptitude to cook” some are 
initially apprehensive about 
studying hospitality.

“When they realise hospitality is 
one of the largest employment 
pathways in Australia, and a skill 
and trade that can take them 
to all corners of the globe, it 
becomes desirable,” he says.

After graduating as the Dux of 
the school, Travis completed his 
apprenticeship as a chef in Uluru, 
where he prepared meals for the 
Duke and Duchess of Cambridge.

Ten years into his culinary career, 
Travis has worked in every state 
and territory of Australia except 
Tasmania. 

He has returned to Hervey Bay to 
work as sous chef at Black Bear, 
a popular restaurant owned by 
My Kitchen Rules winners Dan 
and Steph Mulheron.

“When you’re in a kitchen, and 
even when we were students at 
school, it feels like a small family 
working together as a team,” 
Travis says.

“It’s that camaraderie that 
I missed from my childhood 
that I love. It makes you feel 
like you’re wanted.”



RETIREMENT COMMUNITY LOCATIONS

Brownesholme, Toowoomba  Elim Estate, Ipswich  Wishart Gardens, Brisbane 
Kepnock Grove, Bundaberg  Shalom, North Rockhampton  Fairfield Grange, Townsville

Call us today on 1300 109 109 
Visit carinity.org.au

Carinity’s retirement communities offer that 
indefinable sense of social connection and 
safety – a place where you feel at home, 
while keeping everything you love about 
your independence and personal space. 

 WELLDOING
WELLBEING
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Are you looking for the perfect 
place to retire? Think Carinity. 
Carinity retirement communities 
offer a space where residents 
can connect socially through 
regular activities, enjoy homes 
designed with safety features 
and functionality in mind, and 
continue to access lifestyle 
facilities like swimming pools, 
community pavilions and walking 
areas. Wellbeing and happiness 
for residents is what has driven 
the design and location of 
each community. Part of the 
support for retirement living 
is Carinity Home Care services 
which enables residents to 
live independently at home 
for longer.

Carinity retirement communities 
in Brisbane, Rockhampton, 
Bundaberg and Ipswich are 
co-located with our residential 
aged care communities. This 
co-location design has been 
thoughtfully considered to 
support couples to remain 
connected if one partner 
requires a higher level of care. 
Brownesholme in Highfields near 
Toowoomba, features stunning 
rural views and a residential aged 
care community is currently 
in development, due to open 
mid-2021. 

Purpose-built and strategically 
located retirement communities 
allow easy access to health 
services, amenities and nearby 
entertainment hubs to ensure 
residents have the opportunity 
to embrace a full and happy 

retirement with the support of 
dedicated staff available from 
Monday to Friday. 

Residents have the freedom to 
come and go as they please, 
either for the day or an extended 
period, and be assured their 
home will remain secure.

What do residents have 
to say? Hear from residents 
of Carinity Wishart Gardens, 
which is celebrating 25 years 
of retirement living this year!

Margaret-Anne
Barry and I are just loving the 
lifestyle at Wishart Gardens 
surrounded by like-minded 
predominantly Christian people 
who genuinely care for those 
around them. Once COVID-19 
came along, all of our usual social 
activities came to a halt. But, 

we felt so grateful to be here as 
we could walk around the village 
and always find someone to chat 
to while social distancing. I can’t 
even imagine how lonely it would 
have been if we were still in our 
family home. We are all looking 
forward to being able to hold 
our social activities and bus trips 
again which is arranged by our 
village activities officers. In the 
meantime, we can walk around 
the village and admire our 
beautifully manicured gardens.

Meryle
They say first impressions count 
and that is how it was for me on 
my first visit to Wishart Gardens. 
The grounds were impressive and 
very well maintained. After living 
here for several years, one of 
my favourite things is life in the 
village. It is indeed a wonderful 
friendly and caring community. 

Embrace a full and happy 
retirement at Carinity 

Above left to right: Barry and Margaret-Anne Hyde and Meryle Mackay live at the Carinity 
Wishart Gardens retirement village, which is co-located with a residential aged care community.

Contact us today for more information about Carinity retirement living. We are here for you to support 
you on your retirement journey. Call 1300 109 109 Email retirement@carinity.org.au Visit Carinity.org.au



What inspired you to support homeless young people? 
When I was at high school, I did work experience with 
Youth with a Mission and volunteered in a church 
community café. This opened my eyes to another 
side of Sydney I had never been exposed to. I felt 
drawn to help and get to know the characters that 
frequented this café. At the same time, I watched the 
ABC documentary Nobody’s Children which traced the 
lives of six street kids. I discovered that one of them 
attended my youth group. I had no idea about his story. 
I wanted to know how people ended up in this situation 
and if there was a way out.

What are the most gratifying aspects of your work 
at the Carinity Orana youth shelter? For many people 
homelessness is a result of breakdown in family 
relationship, long-term unemployment, mental health 
issues and substance abuse issues. It is gratifying being 
able to support people to find their own inner strengths 
and resources which can help them to make positive 
choices to grow and change for the better. 

Is it hard to be approachable to Carinity Orana 
residents yet not become too emotionally attached? 
The important thing to learn about youth work is not 
to be a saviour or rescuer. It is about walking alongside 
young people, identifying their own unique strengths 
and resources, and presenting options and choices 
so they can make informed choices in their life.

What are some positive outcomes for young people 
who have been in Carinity Orana’s care? When 
supporting young people it is important to understand 
that success is not linear. It may be that positive change 
occurs two steps forward and one step backward. 
It may be measured in ways that we tend to overlook 
or take for granted like turning up and trying your best. 
It is about how you respond when things don’t go your 
way. There have been so many young people who have 
gone on to good things.

What is it like when you hear a former resident is 
doing well in their life? The youth work team gets such 
a thrill. It really reminds us of the important work we 
do and helps us to keep going, and that it is well worth 
it. I have learnt so many things from the young people 
over the years, especially how they have overcome 
adversity. Their resilience really shines through.

SPONSOR  
A BED  
FOR $42  
PER MONTH

For less than $1.40 per day, you can help give 
a homeless young person a bed for one night. 
You can sponsor by pledging a monthly amount.

Donate today, visit carinity.org.au/donate

MY STORY
DAVE MCNAIR
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CHAPLAIN’S CHAT

“Who Cares?”
Life can surprise us. 
Someone thought a drug would 
lift their spirits – but now they 
find it a cruel ball and chain.   
Someone thought they’d “got 
away with” wrong-doing, but 
now it has landed them in prison 
– a nightmare!  

Someone is advanced in years 
and has no loved ones to assist 
them with daily living. Someone 
enjoyed living alone successfully 
for years but now needs nursing 
care at hand 24/7. Someone 
dreamed of happy family life, 
but their relationships are 

disintegrating and their loved 
ones are hurting terribly.  

In these and countless other 
scenarios of need - who cares?

God cares. People experience 
and testify to it, the Bible teaches 
it, and EASTER shouts it loud and 
clear. For all the varied images 
associated with Easter, the key 
message is that God cares!

Palm Sunday, the Last Supper, 
the garden of Gethsemane, the 
crown of thorns, the cross, the 
darkness, the empty tomb – all 
combine to tell of God caring 
so much that he sacrificed his 
son – Jesus Christ – for us. Even 
more than that, Jesus knew the 

horrors he would suffer yet gave 
himself to do so anyway.  He was 
perfectly of one heart with his 
Father God’s caring heart.

God’s care inspires Carinity’s 
work. Because God cares, we 
care for people too.  It’s a high 
standard to live up to, but Jesus 
is our inspiration.  

This edition of Belong tells a 
little of our work with homeless 
youth, aged care in different 
forms, youth mental health and 
education through a hospitality 
program. We hope the stories 
show that someone cares – 
because God cares.

… God so loved the world 
that He gave his one and only 
Son that whoever believes in 
him shall not perish but have 
eternal life – John 3:16 NIV.

Wishing you a Blessed 
and sacred Easter,

DON MCPHERSON
MANAGER - ETHOS, CHAPLAINCY 
& MISSION SERVICES

“God cares. People 
experience and testify to 
it, the Bible teaches it, and 
EASTER shouts it loud and 
clear. For all the varied 
images associated with 
Easter, the key message 
is that God cares!”

Dave McNair is celebrating 20 years working for Baptist care 
organisations including the last 15 years as Program Manager 
at the Carinity Orana shelter for homeless youth.



Carinity Home Care supports seniors, 
and those living with a disability, to live 
full and independent lives at home and 
in the community, every day. 

Our locally-based teams make it a 
priority to really listen and understand 
your individual needs and interests. 

We work together to develop a tailored 
solution from our full range of services 
and support. With NO TRAVEL FEES to 
deliver care in your home, and inclusive 
fees and rates, Carinity offers great value.

Whatever you want to get out of life, 
we’ll work with you to make it happen.

WE BELIEVE LIVES ARE FOR LIVING

Welcome Phil Cairns & Nihara Dove 
Home Care Coordinators 

Locally-based in Townsville and 
Logan, Phil and Nihara each have 
over 5 years experience supporting 
seniors to live the life they love. 

HOME CARE 
SERVICE FOR 
TOWNSVILLE 

& LOGAN

NEW

Call us today on 1300 109 109 
Visit CarinityHomeCare.org.au

HOME CARE


